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A time of affirmation surfaced at our house via the conduit of the electronic fiber

optics known to us as email.  Our youngest was headed off to college extremely excited

but knowing the pitfalls that could befall a college student.  With the pressure of the

upcoming school year and the hazards laid down by Satan the problem seemed

compounded by the unknown of the roommate.  The questions swirl as to habits,

interests, morals and ethics of who this new person will be.  Will this become one of

those times in life in which Satan provides the groundwork to drag one into the web of

the world?

The email we received was one of comfort and affirmation of God’s protection

and guidance.  Our daughter had written that she could not have handpicked the

roommate any better.  The two shared the common background of a rural setting but

something even more stunning became apparent.  The two had both attended a weekend

Christian youth program (Chrysalis) of identical formats only at different venues.

My fears subsided as I further read the message.  “The two of us opted not to

attend an off campus party.  We will be looking for a church to attend while on campus.”

We have read from the Bible that the sins of a generation pass into the third and

fourth generations.  We must however remember the promise that God has given when

we stay in faith and walk in His ways. “Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and

certain of what we do not see.” Hebrews 11.1

Our time on earth provides each of us with many valleys we must travel through.

Our walk with God will determine how we navigate through new territory.  The valleys

of life can be entered with anxiety and fear or we can walk through them diligently and

upright knowing of God’s promise.


